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Purpose:  To compare and contrast the 4 rovers' work areas' 
oxide and element profiles by repurposing measures of 
biodiversity and introducing 1 new one. Poster 1262 used K-
means clustering to create 15 classes of standardized APXS 
readings [1], which are the objects of diversity analysis here.

Context:  Biodiversity, while conceptually clear, is challenging to 
operationalize, resulting in 2 approaches to measurement. 

Species richness measures simply count the species present in 
an area.  This can mislead by equating an abundant species 
with a vagrant individual.  Richness remains useful, however, 
due to its sensitivity to rare species [2].

Species richness has been elaborated to account for scale-
dependent patterns in a nested spatial hierarchy: alpha, beta, 
and  gamma  diversities.   Species richness in local areas or 
small patches is alpha  diversity; species richness in coarser 
scale landscapes is gamma  diversity. Another dimension of 
biodiversity is beta diversity or the contrast between two alpha-
scale species inventories [3, 4, 5]. 

Species evenness  indices incorporate relative abundance. Two 
of the most common are:

Simpson's Inverse D or DINV = 1- Σ pi
2                            (Eq. 1)

where: i = a given species and p = proportion of that species 

Shannon's Equitability or EH = [-1(Σ pi(ln(pi)))] / ln(α)      (Eq. 2)
where: pi = proportion of each species
α = species richness of a given study area

Data and Methods:  

1. All 901 APXS readings from all rovers through November 2016 
were classified into 15 clusters using K-means clustering in 
PAST statistical software: Gamma diversity = 15 [1].

2. The number of clusters found at each of the 4 rovers' work 
areas was counted to represent alpha diversity.

3. Non-shared clusters were counted for each of the 6 pairs of 
the 4 rover sites for the beta diversity contrast measure.

4.Proportions of each cluster at each rover site were calculated 
for entry into Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 to generate evenness indices.

 

Results -- Cluster Richness and Contrasts among Sites: 

Gamma diversity here is global cluster diversity (K=15 request)
Alpha diversities range from 2 (out of  MPF's 11 targets) in 

Chryse Planitia through 13 (out of MER-B's 370 targets) in 
Meridiani Planum

Beta diversities (pairwise contrasts): 
Chryse Planitia shares the fewest clusters with the other sites, 

since MPF only found 2 APXS target types to share.  
Gusev Crater most resembles Meridiani Planum, as MER-A and 

MER-B failed to share only 3 clusters.  
Gale Crater and Gusev Crater are the most divergent, MSL and 

MER-A failing to share more than half their clusters (7).  
Meridiani Planum bridges Gusev and Gale, MER-B failing to 

share only 3 clusters with MER-A and only 4 with MSL.

Results -- Cluster Equitability among Rover Sites:

Simpson's Inverse Diversity shows similar high levels of cluster 
equitability for the MSL (0.83), MER-A (0.83), and MER-B (0.77) 
sites.  MPF at 0.46 is much lower but still pretty high for a site 
with 11 readings and 2 clusters.

Shannon's Equitability shows similarly high equitability figures 
for MSL (0.84), MER-A (0.81), and MER-B (0.71).  MPF, with its 
2 clusters among 11 readings, becomes the APXS diversity 
“rock star” with its absurdly high 0.95!

Equitability measures can be skewed by low richness [6].  MPF's 
exorbitant Shannon Equitability reflects use of the natural log of 
alpha diversity to index Shannon Diversity (numerator). 

To rein in this known bug in Shannon's EH, I tried indexing it with 
the natural log of gamma diversity, with the APXS clusters, as 
well as with other datasets from the CSULB Biogeography Lab:

Rodrigue's Equitability or ER = [-1(Σ pi(ln(pi)))] / ln(γ)    (Eq. 3)

This correction successfully penalizes even those sites with 
perfect evenness in situations of low alpha diversity.

Here, it brought MSL down to a more defensible 0.24, while 
leaving the others considerably higher (MSL and MER-A at 
0.74 and MER-B at 0.67).

Note: All equitability measures lightly penalize the high alpha 
diversity MER-B due to its strong dominance by clusters 4 & 6.

Discussion and Conclusion:

MER-B  encountered more APXS clusters (highest alpha 
diversity), but 7 of them were quite rare, while 2 were 
over-represented: basaltic soils and lightly acid-aqueous 
altered basaltic soils and rocks.  This led to slight 
deprecation in all equitability measures.

While 1/3 of MER-A  targets were picritic basalt (floor of 
Gusev), 5 other clusters were quite abundant and 
balanced: neutral- and acid-aqueous altered materials, 
Mars-typical basaltic rocks and soils, and the unique 
evolved tephrites of Husband Hill.  Gusev showed both 
high alpha diversity and high equitability.

MSL  encountered slightly fewer clusters (α=11)  than the 
MERs but matched or exceeded them in all equitability 
measures.  Its balanced profile of evolved and neutral-
aqueous altered materials filled the room left by the 
relative under-representation of most basaltic clusters.

MPF's 11 targets produced a tiny alpha diversity, but with 
a relative balance of basaltic soils and andesitic rocks. 
This resulted in excessive equitability measures, with 
Shannon Equitability bloated to the point of absurdity. 
This paper presented a correction that suitably penalized 
Chryse Planitia here and may prove useful in the original 
biodiversity contexts of biogeography, ecology, palaeon-
tology, and palynology. 
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